
Educrat IAS Academy offers India’s best mentorship 
for Civil Service (UPSC) examination. Mentored by 
talented Officers posted in Kolkata and expert faculties 
from Delhi, we provide a conducive yet disciplined and a 
sincere learning environment.

We provide extensive and holistic preparation for all 
the exams covered under CSE which are conducted 
by UPSC. Our teaching modules during our UPSC 
classes are aligned with the demand of the exam i.e, 
Syllabus and recent Question Papers. The integrated 
approach of our classes focuses on all three stages of 
the Examination – Prelims, Mains and Interview at one 
time, where through interlinking of topics of different 
subjects, a holistic opinion is developed. The batch 
size is kept small so that each aspirant gets the 
personalized attention he/she deserves.
We follow the 70-20-10 model, where 70% of the 
teaching is imparted through Offline classes, 20% 
through our mentorship program and the rest 10% 
through regular Mock tests.
The syllabus for IAS examination is vast and requires a 
smart approach in order to cover the entire syllabus in 
a limited time. For this we emphasize on our unique 
three mantras for success – Limited Resources, Multiple 
Revision & Maximum Test Practice.
We provide all the necessary books along with the 
basic NCERTs. Our monthly Current Affairs magazine 
made from The Hindu, The Indian Express & PIB, is a 
brief and lucid compilation of Daily News Analysis 
(DNA for Mains) along with Prelims Booster – a 
50-word synopsis on all important facts and places in 
news which are important for Prelims. It also includes 
a set of MCQs for practice along with a list of Places in 
news with Map Location.
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Educrat IAS Academy has created a special method that 
will greatly boost your confidence. Mock interviews are 
held during this procedure in front of other applicants. You 
can learn the frequent errors to avoid during interviews in 
front of the board by watching how others present their 
interviews. You can cultivate the proper attitude for the 
interview by participating in open mocks.

Open Mocks

A weekly programme designed to act as your regular 
dosage of self-evaluation by asking you probing 
questions about your personality and keeping you 
on your toes with analytical questions about the news 
to help with your preparedness.

Think, Rethink and Perform

Detailed discussion of your DAF with emphasis on poten-
tial concerns and queries. The DAF discussion assists you in 
analysing your DAF, anticipating likely interview questions, 
and preparing for them. The mentor will assist you in creating 
a question bank that includes information on your home 
country and state, prior schooling, professional experience, 
interests, and other factors.

DAF Questionnaire

The most significant area from which Panel members 
source their inquiries is current events. You must have 
studied current events for your mains and preliminary 
exams, but the interview's question format is different. 
To address this, highly concentrated sessions will be 
held to give you an analytical viewpoint on crucial current 
affairs themes and to get you ready to answer questions 
from the interview panel.

Current Affairs

Sessions specifically designed to assist you with the 
detailed application form (DAF), with an emphasis on 
the selection of services, cadre choice, interests, 
achievements, extracurricular activities, etc., will be 
held by previous year's top performers, ex-bureau-
crats, and those now in service.

DAF Sessions

A experienced panel of former and current govern-
ment employees, subject matter experts, and other 
eminent figures from various fields to give you a feel 
for the interview board that is remarkably accurate, 
along with full feedback and recordings.

Panel Mocks

A good chance to gain a thorough evaluation of your 
responses and preparation by the officers to improve 
the interview scores significantly. The most crucial 
part of the interview is your one-on-one conversation 
with the officers, who will point out any gaps in your 
preparation and help you close them.

One to One Mocks &
Mentorship with Civil Servants


